Laura Slater
Laura Slater is a textile design practitioner based
in Leeds. Her practice focuses on the significance
of textiles and pattern design as a vehicle for
engagement with art as part of the everyday. Her
current research investigates the relevance of
design in a gallery context, exploring the nuances
of functioning as a ‘studio vs. factory’. Utilising
traditional production methods of screen-print as
design and image making tools, process and drawing
are central to the development of her distinctive
textiles and printed objects.

‘Eye Eye’ by Laura Slater
& Mawuena Kattah
‘Eye Eye’ is the first series of collaborative works
by Leeds based textile design practitioner Laura
Slater and London based visual artist Mawuena
Kattah. Responding to shared connections in
their practices, of pattern and textiles, image
making, and narrative found in family and personal
iconography, the culmination of this shared
practice are a series of large-scale printed textile
and paper works.
With initial research undertaken at The Whitworth
Wallpaper and Textile Collection, artist’s textiles
and print formats as accessible and democratic
visual art, becomes a fundamental notion. Slater
and Kattah explore this through questioning the
nuances between artist and designer, utilising
their shared and inherent methods and tools,
collaboratively approaching making, drawing and
image development, dually challenging the function
of the studio vs. factory.

Mawuena Kattah
Mawuena Kattah is a visual artist based in London.
Kattah’s paintings draw upon an extensive personal
archive of family photographs taken in Ghana and
London spanning a number of decades. She brings
people and pattern together in complex, vibrant
compositions. The work embodies a strong sense of
community, creating environments that invite the
subjects of her portraits and others to share in a
growing social fabric of people, artworks, ceramics
and textiles.
@mawuenakattah.artist
www.mawuenakattah.com

Other outcomes encompass design, product and
visual art applications, launching a long-term
collaborative relationship and brand ‘Eye Eye’, a
first of it’s kind.

@lauraslaterprint
www.lauraslater.co.uk

Events
PROCESS I PATTERN I PRINT I PURPOSE
Saturday 16 November, 12 – 2pm
The Whitworth Study Centre
FREE
Join textile designer Laura Slater to gain insight into
recent collaborative works with visual artist Mawuena
Kattah, under-pinned by research exploring The Whitworth
Wallpaper and Textile Collections. This unique opportunity
gives a behind the scenes glimpse of Slater and Kattah’s
shared practice, exploring family iconography, image and
pattern making, the culmination of which, are large-scale
collaborative printed textile works.

LAURA SLATER: COLLECTIONS AND ARCHIVES:
DESIGN IN A GALLERY CONTEXT
Friday 29 November, 12 – 1pm
The Hepworth Wakefield
FREE

Exhibition

Join textile designer Laura Slater to discuss the role of
textile design in a gallery context and its significant use by
artists as an accessible and democratic medium, bringing
art into the everyday. This session will be framed by her own
insight and experience as a designer on working alongside
galleries, collections and archives to produce new works.

Private View
Friday 15 November 2019
5pm – 9pm
Open
Saturday 16 – 30 November 2019
10am – 6pm

Tickets
Search Laura Slater at www.eventbrite.co.uk
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Venue
Colours May Vary, Leeds

